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Michael Eggenschwiler, CEO Hamburg Airport

»The corona crisis works like a turbo: Many things that worked well yesterday 
could be outdated tomorrow - after the corona crisis. This makes it all the 
more important for us to decide now how to prepare our processes and  
structures for the take-off and the time afterwards. We must all ensure that 
our passengers feel completely safe at all times and that they know that  
flying is a safe means of transport in every respect.«
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Markus Bierschenk, Head of Aviation Security Division, Federal Police Headquarters

»Flying safely and healthily - that is also possible in corona times. The rene-
wed increase in passenger numbers that we all hope for requires that pass-
engers have full confidence in the hygiene and health protection measures 
at our airports. The Federal Police makes its contribution to this through 
constant evaluation and adaptation of the security processes and very close 
cooperation with airports, airlines and security service providers.«

Dr. Norbert Reez, Head of Project Group Smart Borders, Federal Police 

»Innovation is the key - in particular, in times of tremendous technologi-
cal and social change. The ‚Smart Borders Package‘ of the European Union 
stands for an innovative approach by means of biometrics and  new techno-
logy. There is a need to identify common strategies and solutions in terms 
of security and facilitation. A platform like the Aviation-Event creates an 
excellent occasion to do partnering and building trust within the Civil Avia-
tion community. This is the way to go forward in order to shape the future 
via trustful and concerted action.«

Review on Youtube
https://youtu.be/R9C32Eysf40

»As the Covid-19 crisis continues, uncoordinated policies across Europe  
and beyond will undoubtedly lead to the destruction of jobs and of both  
economic and social opportunities. The harmonization of measures,  
including widespread testing, and further government support are critical  
for aviation’s survival.«

Rafael Schvartzman, Regional Vice President, IATA Europe
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»What the tourism industry, and the aviation industry in particular, is expe-
riencing today is an unprecedented disaster. We have to pull together now 
and make our voices heard in order to build further awareness what airlines 
and airports are going through. Eventually Covid-19 will pass. In the mean-
time we have to make the best of this situation and build further resilience, 
join forces, innovate our businesses and adapt to new customer travel behavi-
or, which undoubtedly will occur. Events like these are essential to exchange 
views on what is to come and how to overcome the challenges.«

Peter Oncken, Managing Partner, Intro Aviation
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»COVID-19 has changed expectations of safety and security. For the aviation 
industry, meeting these expectations will be critical to allow operations to 
function as efficiently and safely as possible. We are ready to partner with 
airports to help restore both passenger and employee confidence through the 
equipment we supply, the partners we work with and the safety measures we 
can help put in place. This includes preventative measures such as cleaning 
(disinfection) of equipment, minimizing contact between travelers and staff 
and in the longer term the introduction of new technologies such as biome-
trics to help reduce the risks further. The Aviation-Event here in Hamburg 
provides a great platform to present and discuss the various options to reduce 
the touchpoints along the passenger journey.«

Oktavian Halm, Product Manager Aviation Digital, Smiths Detection

HOTLINE +49 173 661 38 29

Mail info@aviation-event.de

Further Informations

»Aviation-Event is very proud and delighted to announce that under difficult 
circumstances due to COVID-19, we have overcome all odds and made this 
„Aviation-Event Security 2020 Hamburg“ feasible for all of us. We are very 
pleased with the support given by Rafael Schvartzman, Regional Vice Presi-
dent, IATA for showing keen interest in joining the event and being a part of 
the event virtually and sharing vivid details and observations on how things 
have been shaping during this current times in the Aviation industry. Over 60 
leader of the industry came together at Hamburg Airport to discuss the latest 
aviation security issues: live, face-to-face, networking, respecting all current 
location regulations.«

Marcel Riwalsky, Founder and Organiser Aviation-Event
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Aviation-Event Conference 2020
01 December 2020 I Vienna Airport

Aviation-Event Conference 2021
Spring / Summer 2021 I Tenerife

Register here

http://www.aviation-event.com

